BHGS HISTORICAL EVENTS

INTRODUCTION
WELCOME TO THE BHGS HISTORICAL EVENTS at the 2020 LONDON GRAND
TOURNAMENT

This document provides all the information you need to play in your chosen period at the BHGS
Historical Events @ The London GT.
Contained herein are details of Gaming Schedule, Permitted Army Lists and other Composition
Rules. If you have any questions at all, please do not hesitate to get in touch at the appropriate
email below.
HISTORICAL EVENTS QUERIES:
london@bhgs.org.uk
Or contact your period umpire

VENUE access enquiries:
info@london40kgrandtournament.co.uk

For more information on the venue, local pubs, full programme of events and details of all our
fabulous prizes and special guest appearances
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GENERAL INFO
WHAT IS IT
The LGT is a large multi-rules event which has previously been focused exclusively on GW-authored game systems.
In 2020 the BHGS will be hosting a number of historical periods alongside the existing LGT events.

WHEN IS IT
The 27th and 28th June 2020.

WHERE IS IT
The Lee Valley Indoor Athletics Centre, 61 Meridian Way, Edmonton, London N9 0AR, UK. The venue has over 500
free parking spaces on site. These are available for attendee use on a first come first served basis. The nearest train
station is Ponders End and the nearest Underground station is Tottenham Hale, both of which are a short uber ride
from the venue.

WHERE CAN I BUY TICKETS
Tickets are available from our webstore: www.LGTpresents.co.uk/store Please note that no physical tickets are
issued in advance, all you need is the confirmation email you receive when purchasing your ticket.

EVENT TIMINGS

To avoid queues the organisers are digitally registering attendees before the event. This means that on arrival on
Sunday you should proceed directly to the BHGS Historical section of the hall and find your table.

Sunday
Doors open

09:00

Game timings:
Game 1:

09:15 - 11:00

Game 2:

11:15 - 12:50

Game 3:

13:20 - 14:55

Game 4:

15:10 - 16:45

Prize giving:

17:00 – 17:15

PLAYING CARDS
Please bring two decks of playing cards and check they are all there before the first game commences. No chits,
please, as we are tight for time. It is good practice to swap decks at intervals during games, in case cards are
dropped or misplaced, and I encourage players to leave their decks on the table, rather than holding them.

Theme Rules
EVENT FORMAT
Singles competition
Figure scale: 25/28mm
Rules: To the Strongest v1.1a with the latest version of the “Even Stronger” supplement.
Points: 130

This year’s theme is "Greece and Rome at War". You can bring any army from the following chapters of the Ancient
Army List eBook (We’ll use the edition published at the end of March):


"Frogs around a Pond",



"Kingdoms of the East",



"Rise of Rome”,



“Rome’s Empire”



Any army between 300 BCE and 300 CE from “Across the Indus”

If you don’t’ have a suitable army, I’m confident that we can lend you one, please mail simonmiller60@gmail.com
LIST CHECKING
List Checker details: Tim Thompson tim.thompson9@btinternet.com. Please submit your list by September 4th.
Tim will pair armies in the first round against historical opponents, where possible, or by some other system of his
own devising.
TERRAIN
We may use the terrain deployment rules or use pre-set terrain, we will advise in due course.
QUESTIONS?
You can email me at simonmiller60@gmail.com
LIVE STREAMING
Please be aware that this event is live streamed on the internet. Your game may be featured in a live stream.

BHGS Tournament Rules

LOW NUMBERS
In the event that there are insufficient players to make your chosen period viable (normally fewer than 6 teams),
you will be offered the option to switch to another period or a full refund.

GENERAL ENTRY CONDITIONS
Admission to any BHGS tournament is at the sole discretion of the organisers and their decision on all matters is
final. If any entrant breaches these rules, commits a criminal offence, causes disruption during the competition
(including to public, traders or staff at the venue) or causes or threatens to cause damage to property at the venue
the BHGS’s representative on the day will be entitled in his or her absolute discretion to require that player to
leave the competition and the venue immediately, without any refund. In such cases we are likely also to refuse
entry to future events

ARMY LISTS
Late submission of army lists is your best and most effective way to make the lives of the many kind, selfless and
generous people who organise these events for you a real misery. Please therefore try to submit your list in good
time. Deadline dates and list checkers will be published on the BHGS website and communicated to players. The
BHGS reserve the right to inflict any one of a wide range of as yet unspecified grave, horrible, humiliating and
potentially personally painful penalties on anyone who submits a late list. Especially if you are a repeat offender.
You know who you are.... so be careful!

GDPR
As an entrant to a BHGS event you are agreeing to The BHGS and the Organisers of the LGT processing your data as
an attendee, and to receive from us both a few emails containing practical details about the event itself.
Subsequent to the event if you are not already on the BHGS mailing list you will be sent an "opt-in" email asking
whether you wish to be included in the general BHGS email list, as per European GDPR regulations. We generally
send out only a dozen or so emails each year to inform list members about upcoming gaming events. Information
you provide when booking (i.e. which ruleset you enter) forms part of your profile, and means we can send you

even fewer emails (i.e. we occasionally send emails promoting ruleset-specific competitions only to people who
have played those sets at one of our previous events). You can unsubscribe or change your preferences for this list
at any time via our website.

